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Recent discussion of educational reform includes a variety of proposals
for greater emphasis on the teaching of thinking. School districts and
professional organizations have sponsored a number of programs, and
scholarly literature on the topic in psychology, philosophy, and
cognitive science has blossomed. The proposals, programs, and
researCh, include diverse, even contradictory, perspectives. There
have been many proposals, but little research on their effects, and
virtaally no research on the question of why it is apparently so
difficult to promote thinking in high school classrooms. In this
review, I acklress three questions: What is higher order thinking? Why
is it so difficult to promte in high schools? Teat can principals do
to help?

What is Higher Order Thinking?

Many terms have been used to define higher order thinking: critical
thinking; abstract, deductive and inductive reasoning; formal and
informal reasoning; Piaget's formal operational thought; Kohlberg's
post-conventional moral states; metacognition; Bloom's categories of
analysis, synthesis and evaluation; divergent and creative thinking:
the solving of ill-structured problems; the construction of meaning.
In spite of these separate positions, I think it is possible to
formulate a gereral conception, consistent with technical literature,
which also can guide practice.

Any human whose mind receives stimuli from the environment engages in
thought - in the sense that the brain functions to code, to store and
to process information. Further, almost all cognitive processes, from
watching TV commercials to reading road signs, are certainly complex in
a neurological sense. What, then, distinguishes higher order thinking
from other forms of thought?

A. A Definition

There is a common sense difference between higher order and lower order
thinking. It is suggested in the contrast between ideals for schools
and the reality reported in numerous observations of thinking in
classrooms. The consistent observation is that most students are
rarely challenged to use their minds. This concern suggests a simple
definition: higher order thinking signifies challenge and expanded use
of the mind; lower order thinking signifies routine, mechanistic
application, and constraints on the mind.

Challenge or the opportunity to expand the use of mind occurs when a
person must interpret, analyze, or manipulate information, because a
question to be answered or a problem to be solved cannot be resolved
through the routine application of previously learned knowledge. The
explorer trying to travel successfully over unknown terrain illustrates
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the idea that previously aoquired knowledge and skills (map and compass
use, knowledge of weather, survival techniques, etc.) must be applied
in a new situation to reach the destination. Success requires
considerable knowledge, but, because of the novelty of the task, how to
apply the knowledge poses a significant challenge.

In contrast, "lower order,' thinking generally involves repetitive
routines sudh as listing information previously memorized, inserting
numbers into previously learned formulae, or applying the rules for
footnote format in a research paper.

The critical part of this definition is using, or going beyond the
information that one has previously acquired in order to solve a
problem. Challengingproblens can appear in many forms, in all
curriculum sUbjects. They may lead to single correct, and well-
defined answers or to multiple, ambiguous, coLlicting solutions. The
challenges may involve different kinds of inquiry (logical, empirical,
aesthetic, ethical), different forms of expression (oral, written,
non-Nerbal), different types of intelligence (verbal, nathematical,
kinesthetic, intexpeasomal).

This conception stipulates what an individual should do with
information (interpret, analyze, nandpulate), and the occasion
neceisary to provoke such use (a challenging problem). Individuals
will differ, of course, in the kinds of problems they find challenging.
For cne person, trying to understand haw to read and follow a bus
schedule may require higher order thought, but for another, the same
task will be routine. In this sense, higher order thinking is
relative: to determine the extent to whidh an individual is involved in
higher order thinking, one would presumably need to know much about the
person's history. FUrthermore to assess the ektealttolaLtla a person
participates in the analysis, interpretation andmanipulation of
information one would want to "get inside" the person's head or
experience his/her subjective state of thought. This, of course, poses
an operational prdblem. It is difficult to determine reliably the
exbart.txo whidh a person is involved in higher order thinking.

Teachers who interact with several students at once have little
opportunity to gain knowledge about students' individual nental states.
Instead, they must Bake assumptions about the prior knowledge of groups
of students, and assumptions about the kinds of mental work that
particular tasks are likely to stimulate. The teaching of thinking,
therefore, is a rather crude enterprise. TO the extent that our
assumptions about students' prior experience are correct, we can pose
appropriately challengingproblems. Our assumptions maybe wrong, but
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the best we can do is to engage students in what we predict will be
challenging problems, to guide their manipulation of information to
solve them, ard to support their efforts.

In spite of the practical difficulty just mentioned, this conception of
higher order thinking has several positive features.

(1) It assumes that any person, young or old, regardless of
experience, can participate in higher order thought. Of course, people
will differ in the kinds of challenges they are able to mast,_Ir, but all
students are capable of confronting a challenge in the interpretation,
analysis and manipilation of their knowledge.

(2) It encompasses problem-solving in a wide range of school subjects
as well as in non-academic areas.

(3) It does not require acceptance of any particular theory of
cognitive processing or a particular pedagogy. This is an advantage,
because solid knowledge on the best techniques for the promotion of
thinking does not exist. It is likely-that the effectiveness of
techniques will depend largely on the nature of the mental challenges
presented and the kinds of students exposed to them. FUrthermore, this
conception is hospitable to three perspectives on thinking that
otherwise may seem at odds with one another; namely, the content, the
skills, and the dispositions perspective.

B. The Place of COntent, Skills, and riepositions

Peseardh on higher order thinking and on how- to teadh it reflects three
distinct points of emphasis. According to the content perspective,
complex thought is largely a function of what a person knows. One
cannot think about nothing. Sophisticatedunderstanding or the mastery
of complex challenges occurs only through the use of knowledge in a
subject, whether it be conmmerdecisionmaking or interpretation of
poetry. Of course, subjects =be taught in ways that fail to promote
thinking, but thinking cannot be taught apart from knowledge of
subjects. Some wculd argue that the proper teadhing of a subject is
equivalent to pranotim higher order thinking, because it should demand
that students interpret, analyze anlmartipulate knowledge to face new
challenges within the subject.

According to the skills perspective, thinking can be defined in terms
that may transcend specific subject matter, and to teadh thinking, we
must teadh skills, not just content. A good thinker, for example, can
identigy a prdblem, state alternative solutions, offer evidence, judge
logical consistency, detect bias, and find new sources of information.
Because sudh skills seem to assist prdblem solving in a nuMber of
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subjects, they are called gemeral thinking skills. A strong case is
also made for the significance of "domain-specific" skills, sudh as
solving quadratic equations in mathematics, use of laboratory equipment
in science, or jurisprudential reasoning in social studies. In short,
the skills perspective argues that content alone is insufficient, that
students must be taught specific techniques for interpreting, analyzing
and manipulating content.

The dispositiuns perspective contends that higher order thinking
requires something even more farlamental than the mastery of knowledge
or skills, that is, an underlying disposition of thoughtfulness.
Thoughtfulness consists of several traits: a general desire that claims
be supported by reasons (and that the reasons themselves should be
scrutinized); a tendency to be reflective - to take time to think
problems through for oneself, rather than acting impulsively or
accepting automatically the views of others; a curiosity to explore new
questions and the flexibility to entertain alternative and original
solutions to problems. The disposition thus involves attitudes,
personality or character traits, and broad world views about the nature
of knowledge. Thoughtfulness is seen as a necessary, though not
sufficient condition, for higher order thinking. Content and skills
will be important for the mastery of particular challenges, but without
a disposition of thoughtfUlness, content and skills can be taught and
applied mechanistically and foolishly.

Each perspective speaks to important dimensions of higher order
thinking, and eadh reflects the traditional goals of schools - to teadh
subjects, skills, and attitudes. Principals as instructional leaders,
therefore, must find ways to help teachers address each perspective
explicitly, so that-none is neglected, and so that all are narshaled
toward the goal of helping students not simply to acquire information,
but to interpret, analyze and manipulath information to solve
challenging problems.

II Nly is Higher Order Thinking So Hard to Promote?

Almost everyone agrees that we should teach kids to think, but national
studies of high school classrooms indicate that, except for the highest
track classes, cognitive work remains at low levels: students are asked
to acquire information but not asked to use it in challamying ways.
At the Center, we are irying to learn why students, teachers, even
parents, may resist the promotion of thinking in the schools. The
barriers we find seem rooted in four main sources: curriculum,
pedagogy, school organization, and culture.



A. Curriculum - superficial coverage.

The more ono knows about a topic the greater the likelihood of higher
order thinking, because increase3 knowledge brings more possibilities
for interpretation, analysis and manipulation of that information.
High schools teadh an abundance of knowledge, but, because it is
organized around broad surveys of many topics, it is =ally too
fragmented and too diffuse to be useful. Met textbooks contain dozens
of chapters that span sudh a range of knowledge that only superficial
coverage can be given to any topic. Testirva programs require students
to show knowledge of selected fragments of knowledge from the entire
span, rather than how they think about problems in depth. Teachers
express frustration that they are continually behind in covering the
material. Tb cover it all, most of the teaching time is spent
dispensing the knowledge. There is little time to reflect carefully
upon it, to help students to interpret, analyze and manipulate the
knowledge they may have acquired.

B. Pedagogy - student passivity.

The dominant form of classroom discourse is the teadher talking to
students who listen or who complete routine exercism designed to help
them acquire information. Higher order thinking requires that students
be active in the use of iraormation. This calls for individual quiet
study, to be sure but it also requires students to express themselves,
orally and in wriiing, and to physicallyssanipulate information and
artifacts. While most of us affirm that students can learn only if
they work, at it, the r-lagogy we use provides little opportunity in the
classroom for students to do productive work with the knowledge they
study. The pedagogy stems largely from the curriculum orientation to
cover or to dispense knowledge rather than to work with it. It is
also due, in part, to the way ;students are grouped and scheduled for
instruction; that is, the way high schools are organized.

C. Organization - mass processing.

If students are to learn to interpret, analyze and manipulate
information successfully, they will need constructive and reasonably
detailed fsedbadk on their approaches to problem-solving, both as they
proceed and after they have developed solutions. If teachers must
respord to 25 students at once in a class period, and if they are
responsible tor teaching 130 students per day, it is hard, to imagine
how meaningful individual feedback can be offered. If problemrsolving
must be confined to a fiftrminute period on five different days each
week, this limits the kinds of problems that can be studied and the
process of ingairyamailable to solve them. Youth and adults engaged
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in amp-Dm:problem-solving heyond school, on the job or in leisure
time, may have deadlines and time constraints, but usually none so
rigid as the scheduling of thinking in school. Flirthermore same
problems require sources beyond the classroom to which the Ltudent
needs access (oopputers, libraries, experts in the =amity). To the
extent that the school confines students to classrooms they also limit
the potential for higher order thinking. In eadh of these ways (class
size teadher load, time schedule classroom confinement), the
organization of learning in high schools can pose important barriers.

D. Culture - mental leisure.

Having described roadblocks in curriculura, pedagogy and school
organization, WEI umst now adk, "Why don't we, the educators, parents
and students, replace the roadblocks with more eupport for higher order
thinking?" Various reasons can be Offered, but most can be reduced to
observation that as a whole in ouvarison to cther objectives for
schooling, people don't wani. the schools to pranote thoughtfulness.
Higher order thinking requires special mental effort: the resolution of
conflictiniviews, tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity, self-
criticism, independenqe of judgment (rather than dependence on
authorities), serious COnsideration of ideas that may challenge
ccnventional wieckak or doctrine. in Short, it involves hard nental

anitecaUse it may also oocadionally threaten exiSting poracnal
or group interests, the results 6f this kind of work may not always be
rewarding for the student. For many, it is more satimeYing simply to
take in the informatiorrdlimpensed and to reproduce it as called for by
teachers, empadyers, testi-makers, and others. Same students may work
very hard to master the information dispensed, in order to "su=ad in
life," but even for these students, the goal is usually to gain success
with miniMal mental effort. The cultural preference for mental leisure
can be sumtharized by the question, "Why think if you don't have to?"

III Whet Can Principals Do to Help?

If curriculum pedagogy, sdhool organization and culture all militate
against higher order thinking in the high school, What can the
prinapal do?" There are no easy answers, and significant progress-
will requireilonrtera:effOrt.: If I wanted to work on the:problem, as
a principal twould try to:attack concerns in each of the four
Categokies; I would try eSpecially hard, hadever, to:ground the entire
effortin a picgraM that helps the staff to develop its clean canmitrnent
tO the goal of prCpar-4#3 higher order thinking. Depending Upon the
school, there May be packets of facility support, Confuinion, apathy or
vigorald :opposition to the goal. Fat:Ulty will need time to study and
to =insider carefully the types of higher order thinking to pranote.
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Hbw, to develop a cohesive, examined sense of faculty ownership on this
matter is beyond the scope of this presentation, but here are some ways
in which the principal can support it.

A. Support Hdepth" in the curriculum. Higher order thinking is more
likely if students learn more about a smaller number of topics or
subjects. If teachers are to move in this direction, they will need
assurances that (1) tests requirim broad, survey knowledge will occupy
relatively lad priority in school testing; (2) new instructional
materials will become available (either through purchase or local
development) to replace traditional survey-type texts and tests; (3)

students' pmtgrams of stiatiwill concentrate on fewer courses, and the
connections between courses will be stronger (takina a host of
unrelated courses only accentuates the tendency toward superficial
coverage.)

B. Assist staff to jevelop, more active pedagogy. Time should be
provided for staff to experiment with teaching techniques that help
students to work with the information they learn. Teachers need time
to observe one another's teaching, to consult with one another, and to
examine higher order thinking pedagogy in other schools and projects.
The prtmotion of higher order thinkingthrcugh a, pedagogy that helps
students to become more active Shaildbectme a criterion for formal
teadher evaluation.

C. 1*es:toward changes in teadher load, sdheduling, and the location
of learning. Ideally, the high school would be designed to conform to
the needs of appropriate curriculum and pedagoay. As indicate above,
however, organizational constraints tend to determine what seems
possible for curriculum and pedagogy. TO egpand teachers' visions
about what is possible the staff needs assurance that the
adkindstration is willing to modify same of the organizational
constraints. :How to address the issues of teacher load, class size
scheduling, or the location of learning must be determined within the
local sdhool. The critical need is for administrative willingness to
modify same of these patterns to meet a new instructional emphasis.

D. Pt:slots a school-wide culture of thoughtfulness. Schools have a
special role to play in offering youth a sanctuary from same of the
less desireable foroes in the world at large, especiallymindlessness.
Thihkingmay be difficult, and at times painfUl, but it can also be
joyfUl, exciting, rewarding - depending upon had it is supported and
received by others. Classrooms are the most critical places for the
development of a culture of thoughtfUlness, but teachers can't do it
alone. If it happens only in class it becomes less authentic,
confined to these even more isolated sanctuaries. A school-yids
climate of thoughtfulness is needed. Principals can help to reinforce
this ty mulcting thorou4h examination of sdhool issues by faculty and
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students, by reinfarcingthe value of independent thought in the
various parts of the school: discipainary procedure, guidance,
athletics and extra curricular activities. In short, principals must
find ways to reward students and staff not simply for attending,
staying out of trouble, meeting their official responsibilities,
attaining high grades and scores, but for showing that they have used
their minis well in both official and unofficial tasks.

Based on cur review of literature, our observations of caasses and
interviews with teachers and students, I've offered a conception of
higher order thinking, same explanations of why it is so hard to
promote in high schools, and suggestions for how principals might help.
Mat do you think?
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